The Quality & Safety Improvement Student Lab highlights Oguzhan Alagoz

Read about Professor Oguzhan Alagoz, WIHSE Associate Director, who serves as the faculty director for the Quality & Safety Improvement Student Lab. Visit the QSI Student Lab website to learn more about what they do: https://qsi.engr.wisc.edu/ or follow them @QSLabUW.

Megan Salwei publishes paper on team adaptation to complexity in the VTE prophylaxis process

Congratulations WIHSE graduate student, Megan Salwei, for publishing her first of many first-author papers! Check out the new paper using social network analysis to understand team adaptation to complexity in the VTE prophylaxis process. Social network analysis can improve consideration of teams and processes in the design of health IT!

WIHSE represented at UW Madison 2019 Showcase

Teresa Thuemling, WIHSE administrator, presented a poster describing WIHSE and its objectives at UW Madison’s 20th Annual Showcase at Union South on April 17th. The annual Showcase offers the opportunity to exchange ideas and create connections with hundreds of UW colleagues and community members.

Peter Hoonakker promoted to Distinguished Scientist
Peter Hoonakker, CQPI Associate Director for Research and WIHSE Executive Committee member, was promoted to Distinguished Scientist in recognition for his advanced expertise in applying human factors engineering to research. Congratulations Peter!

Keep in touch with WIHSE!
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